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The current security landscape is constantly evolving, with new and 
complex threats emerging on a regular basis. This creates a significant 
challenge for organizations, as they often find that their traditional, siloed 
approach to security is inadequate in addressing the dynamic nature of 
today’s threat environment. As a result, many businesses are now seeking 
solutions that provide centralized visibility across all security systems, 
faster resolution of security issues, and access to expert help in order to 
protect their organization from these threats.

You need smart, adaptable 
security solutions that can protect 
your business, built upon the 
global experience and perspective 
of 9,000+ CyberSecurists. For 
many, that solution is Wipro, a 
trusted industry leader in security 
and operations services with a 
proud history of over 75 years 
across 66 countries.

Business moves faster with Wipro, 
as we rapidly equip and enable 
transformation of your enterprise. 
Security teams can enhance their 
Trellix technology with Wipro 
experts who continuously evolve 
strategy and response to protect 
against motivated adversaries. 
Wipro’s Managed Detection and 
Response (MDR) is an industry-
leading rapid threat detection 
and response service based on 
over 20 years of industrial grade 
in-the-trenches cybersecurity 
experience. Wipro’s experts 
identify, investigate, and eliminate 
cyber threats, mitigating risk 
to your business. Together we 
leverage your Trellix solutions to 
maximize your returns and help 
you realize the full power of  
your investments. 

Wipro seamlessly integrates 
with Trellix’s broad portfolio of 
endpoint, email, network, cloud, 

and other security products. It also 
easily connects with third-party 
security apps. Trellix products 
combined with Wipro expertise 
offers customized security that 
will help your organization face the 
security challenges you see, every 
hour of every day.

Additional Trellix Capabilities  

 Highlights

 � Improve visibility  

See threats across your enterprise: 

Trellix endpoint, network, email and 

cloud security

 � Gain transparency 

Track alerts, investigations, and 

hunt missions in real time

 � Rapid Time to Value 

Add unrivaled Wipro expertise to 

the entire Trellix portfolio

 � Add dedicated experts 

Gain critical advice for your team 

and elevate your program.

 � Know more about attackers 

Gain critical advice for your team 

and elevate your program

 � Add dedicated experts 

Researchers track threat groups 

and dissect the tactics, 

techniques, and procedures of 

real-world attacks.

 � Quickly disrupt and respond 

Support your response with  

the collective knowledge and 

experience of Wipro and  

Trellix products

 � World class advanced XDR 

Platform – with unparalleled 

comprehensive Endpoint, 

Network, Cloud & email  

forensics telemetry

 � World class modernized 

advanced methodologies and 

service delivery

 � Flexible rapid deployment options

 � Customized IP built from  

decadesof deep IR and Threat 

Hunting experience

 � Richest & most comprehensive 

Threat Intelligence in industry 

 (18+ near real-time data sources)
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Trellix approaches cyber security 
differently, offering a living XDR 
architecture that adapts quickly 
to dynamic threats and delivers 
advanced intelligence. Partnering 
with Wipro, our extended 
detection and response (XDR) 
tools consolidate multiple security 
products into a unified platform 
for efficient incident detection 
and response.

 � World class advanced XDR 
Platform – with unparalleled 
comprehensive Endpoint, 
Network, Cloud & email 
forensics telemetry

 � World class modernized 
advanced methodologies and 
service delivery

 � Flexible rapid  
deployment options

 � Customized IP built from 
decades of deep IR and Threat 
Hunting experience

 � Richest & most  
comprehensive Threat 
Intelligence in industry (18+ 
near real-time data sources)

Combined Benefits of 
Trellix + Wipro

Improve your Threat Visibility 
Connect your hybrid cloud 
operations and extract more value 
from your existing on-premise and 
cloud security infrastructure.

Detect and Respond Fast 
Leverage our leading SecOps 
platform and workseamlessly with 
our cyber experts to detect and 
respond to threats with precision.

Boost your Security Profile 
Don’t wait for alerts! Leverage  
our sophisticated threat  
hunters to eliminate persistent 
and embedded threats in  
your environment.

Rapid Time-to-Value 
Seconds to ingest data, outcomes 
produced in 10 min or less. 
Onboard in less than 10 days, the 
right way.

Faster Response Times 
Personalized MTTR of less than 30 
minutes Client defined response 
protocol fully integrated into SOC 
workflows and platform.

World Class Threat Intelligence 
Billions of records reviewed by 
both companies’ threat research 
teams and added back instantly 
to the solutions. Decades of threat 
intelligence leadership and a  
team prolific in finding threats  
and vulnerabilities.

Dedicated Cyber Success Team 
A dedicated named resource  
with you for the life of the  
service we detect what others 
can’t with intimate knowledge 
of your environment for better 
tuning, faster and more  
efficient response.
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Visit Trellix.com to learn more.

About Trellix

Trellix is a global company redefining the future of cybersecurity. The company’s open and native extended detection and response (XDR) 
platform helps organizations confronted by today’s most advanced threats gain confidence in the protection and resilience of their operations. 
Trellix’s security experts, along with an extensive partner ecosystem, accelerate technology innovation through machine learning and 
automation to empower over 40,000 business and government customers.
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Trellix + Wipro Guide 
New Customers for 
Faster Success

Cost effective 
Development and maintenance of 
in-house capabilities can take a lot 
of time, money and resources.

Get 24x7 coverage 
Around-the-clock alert  
monitoring from our global 
Managed Defense SOCs.

Rapid response 
Wipro experts quickly  
assess and contain threats, 
helping you resolve incidents 
without the added cost of full 
incident response.

Elevate your defenses 
Improve your security posture with 
ongoing assessment and real-
world strategies.

Learning and adapting 
Instantly analyze data from  
across your organization to predict 
and prevent emerging threats, 
identify root causes, and respond 
in real time.

Expert and embedded 
Prioritize your most critical 
security concerns with our expert 
cyber intelligence, automation, and 
defensive playbooks that help you 
better respond to threats.

25+
Years of 
experience

16
Cyber Defense 
Centers (CDCs)

46
Automation 
Platforms and 
Accelerators

#1
World Leader in 
providing managed 
security services

10+
Industries with 
deep experience

Leader in Worldwide 
MANAGED security 
services provider. 

3x
Market growth

2
Cyber Innovation 
Centers

60+
Alliances & 
Partnerships

100+
pending and  
issued patents

600+
Clients spanning  
66 countries

9000+
Exceptionally Skilled 
CyberSecurists

ENDPOINTS

EMAIL

NETWORK

CLOUD

Continuous Attack 
Simulator Platform

Security  
Analytics

Comprehensive 
Threat Intelligence

Guided 
Investigation

Leader in Worldwide 
Cloud Services.


